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DDG, Laura Thompson, Discusses Nexus 
of Gender and Migration

IOM's Deputy Director General, Laura Thompson, joined a panel discussion exploring 
the nexus between Gender and Migration at the Organization of American States in 
Washington, D.C., on April 20. Following the event, Mrs. Thompson answered a few 
questions on Facebook Live. Watch here 

The U.S. Is a Rainbow of Immigrants to Be 
Celebrated

"My mother was her own Ellis Island," Luis Torres says about his mother, a Salvadoran 
immigrant, who fled the civil war and found refuge in California in the 80's. "Everybody 
has come through her door, her apartment while they established themselves in the U.S. 
and that would not have happened had she not come here," Torres recalls about his 
uncles who rejoined his mother in the United States. Torres, whom we interviewed in 
New York as part of the I am a migrant campaign, is one of the 18 million children of 
immigrants born in the U.S. and who now represent the diverse face of America. Read 
more here
 

Challenges & Opportunities of Returning 
Migrants in Northern Triangle of Central 
America

Representatives of the IOM Mission for the Northern Triangle of Central America 
participated in a discussion about the trends and challenges in addressing 
return migration, especially of unaccompanied migrant children at the Wilson Center, 
Washington, D.C., on May 11.  In 2016, over 216,000 migrants returned to the Northern 
Triangle of Central America (NTCA) from Mexico and the United States. Sixteen percent 
of these returning migrants were children. The large influx of returnees presents both a 
challenge and an opportunity for NTCA governments to develop systems to facilitate the 
migrants' return and reintegrate them into society. Watch webcast
 

USAIM for IOM Expands Board of Directors

USAIM for IOM, the United States based non-profit partner of IOM, the UN Migration 
Agency, convened on April 21, its first board meeting of the year during which two new 
members, Tolu Olubunmi and Gregoire Goodstein, were welcomed. Read more here 
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●     Afghanistan - Over 55,000 undocumented Afghans returned from Pakistan between January 1 and May 18 2017. 
This is double the number of returns during the same period in 2016, the highest return year on record. The UN Migration 
Agency (IOM) is expecting nearly 600,000 undocumented Afghans to return from Pakistan and Iran by the end of 2017. 
Read more

●     Cambodia - IOM trained representatives from over 30 Cambodian manufacturing, hospitality and service companies 
to combat human trafficking and slavery in their businesses and supply chains. "The private sector has a key role to play in 
combatting human trafficking and slavery by ensuring that they recruit workers in a fair and ethical way," said IOM Program 
Manager Kristin Dadey. Read more 

●     Ukraine - Two-thirds of internally displaced persons (IDPs) in Ukraine have barely enough funds to buy food, 
according to an IOM's report. On average, income per IDP in Ukraine is 1,991 Ukrainian Hryvnia (UAH) or USD 75 per 
month, or approximately USD 2.50 per day. But some are even worse off, with 21 per cent surviving on less than two 
dollars a day. The average price of a loaf of bread in Ukraine is USD 0.40. Read more

●     Mali - A recent resurgence of communal violence and armed conflict in northern Mali has displaced thousands more 
people over the past few months. Nearly 59,000 individuals have been displaced since February, according to  Mali's 
Commission on Movement of Population. IOM says more financial support is necessary to assist vulnerable communities. 
It also renews its call to all groups in Mali to work toward stability and peace to avoid further displacement and enable 
displaced families to return home. Read more

●     South Sudan - An IOM Rapid Response Team was deployed to Jonglei, South Sudan, in response to a cholera 
outbreak affecting hundreds of people in Ayod County. The IOM team is supporting local health partners to rapidly scale 
up the response and contain the outbreak in a hard-to-reach and often insecure area of the country. Read more

●     Uganda - Uganda hosted the third Pan African Forum on Migration (PAFoM III), with delegates from the continent and 
from across the world to discuss an common on the Global Compact on Migration. The forum delegates produced a draft  
document outcome to be considered and possibly adopted by the 28th Ordinary Session of the African Union in January 
2018. Read more

●     Yemen - Earlier this month, IOM donated over three tons of medicine and medical supplies to the Al-Jumhori Hospital 
in Sana'a, Yemen. The medicines and medical supplies are mainly for treating acute diarrheal disease.The donation was 
part of IOM's urgent response to the formal request from the hospital for support in managing the growing number of 
patients arriving at the hospital with acute watery diarrhoea, or AWD. Read more

●     Worldwide - The UN Migration Agency (IOM) says migrants too often fall through the cracks during emergencies and 
has called for better planning and coordination to ensure targeted assistance for migrants before, during and after crises. 
The issue was the focus of a two-day conference and training in Pretoria, South Africa. Read more
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Top 3 Tweets 

●     Afghan female pilot, born refugee, hopes to become youngest woman in history to complete solo round-the-world 
flight http://bit.ly/2qUFxT3. See tweet here 

●     Syrian Refugees Brought One Thing With Them: A Cookie Mold. Now, It's The Foundation Of A Business http://bit.
ly/2rwXSFX See tweet here 

●     Growing up in a multicultural household & raised by immigrant parents, @mayalhassen didn't always understand 
her parents'rules @iamamigrant. See Tweet here 
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Do you have any questions? Email us: iomwashington@iom.int 
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